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Introduction

PERCEPTOR[1] is a graphics tool developed from Java[4] 2D graphics toolkit[2, 5] by the author. It is solely designed for perceiving shapes of geometry from 2d perspective. SGT Photo Perceptor is an image application for managing, editing and perceiving images[6, 7] or photo images. This is like drawing on images with geometry (oval, ellipse, rectangle,
polygon, shapes), drawing lines or patterns of some kind on images. This has already a stock of perceptions and allows one to create their own.

**Descriptions**

Perception[8, 12] is a visual response[9] to shapes that form[13] from shapes as we perceive it. Image Formation is perceived from shaping geometry to specific color to increase the quality of sight perception. What we perceive can be auditory also but our response to visual perception[11] is of importance. Squares, circles, oval and more can shape our perception of art from users and artists perspective. This report is to describe the exact design of the above art of graphics in much detail. Here, bringing out a simple art of work from the world of shapes is reperceived. Perceiving is a continuous process of organising shapes in the aim of making art of graphics in essence. You have to find a mind blowing thought of art before one can conclude on a self assessment, specific choice of shapes to compose one's work. Our environment helps us to develop a consistent and strong perception of all our experiences in much regards to regular shapes mostly built with triangle and its triangulation.

**Abstract**

This work of art can be abstracted from image background, square and circles.
Histograms
There are 3 main types of art abstraction.

**Abstract 1:** This abstract is made up of two filled circles of yellow color. These circles are drawn on an image background. It is placed at left side of the image. The histogram shows 5 color space on graph that includes 1.blue 2.green 3. yellow 4.red 5.pink

**Abstract 2:** This abstract is made up of four small filled squares of black color. These squares are drawn on an image background. It is placed at the middle or center of image. The histogram shows 5 color spaces that includes 1.blue 2.cyan 3.green 4.yellow 5.red

**Abstract 3:** This abstract is made up of big square of color. This square is drawn on an image background at the top right side of the image. The histogram shows 5 color spaces that includes 1.blue 2.green 3.yellow 4.red 5.pink

Main art has 6 color spaces in its histogram that includes 1.blue 2.cyan 3.green 4.yellow 5.red 6.violet.
Art 2

This art is composed of filled square, line and unfilled square shapes on a brown background. There are four filled squares having red, blue, green and black colors. These squares are joined together by a thick line segment of violet color. An unfilled green square is attached to the joiner. Right from the bottom edge is a distant slant line up to the top of the background image. A distance away from the right side of green square is a line drawn from the bottom to the top.

Abstract 1: This is a joiner of 4 square shapes with a line segment with each square having a different color. Side is the histogram of art abstraction 1.
Abstract 2: This is a square of unfilled shape having a slant line across it and other within it. Sided is the histogram of art abstraction 2 as shown below
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